Case Study

Transferring Episodic Formats
into the Digital World with a
Deep Dive Series

With the goal of providing industry professionals with premium virtual event
experiences, MEETYOO decided to organize an event series dealing with the
question of the Future of Digital Events. This is how it was conceived and
produced.
Due to the unexpected impact of the global

Inform by sharing knowledge and facilitating

pandemic on the physical event industry and the

discussions between digital innovators, event

strong shift of the industry towards digital events, it

experts and marketing professionals about trends

became particularly relevant to discuss trends that

and the ongoing digital shift of the event industry.

would help event organizers and marketeers to
include and develop efﬁcient strategies for a

Engage by unveiling the potential and advantages

successful digitalization. So, we decided to step in.

of digital networking which connects peers around
the world.

The goal of the Deep Dive Series is to inform and
inspire people in the event industry to ﬁnd new

Immerse by offering a premium digital event

ways to deal with the constant evolution and

experience which presented participants with a

digitalization of the event industry and thus, to

lifelike virtual environment and interactive features.

provide great possibilities on the potential of digital
and hybrid events for the future and know-how to

Entertain with an agenda featuring an informative

include them within their own strategy. The

keynote, an interview, a motivational talk, a case

organizing team at MEETYOO wanted Volume 1 of

study and a panel discussion. Experienced leading

the series to cover four central pillars.

voices were invited to share their insights into the
hybrid and virtual event industry and its future.
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The Future of Digital Events “Deep Dive” concept
sparked the idea of a play on words, which is why
we took a more playful approach and created an
intricate underwater event environment. This design
had a fun and extraordinary look and feel that
showcased the main theme of the event.

Regardless, there was much more to enjoy than
keynotes and live discussions. The networking area
greeted participants with an expansive lounge with
6 themed chat rooms, one video conferencing room
and a silent networking area which used a
matchmaking system to connect chat visitors who
decided to give the randomizer a go.
As already mentioned, gamiﬁcation was another
important element. The “Finding Meemo” game
featured a ﬁsh which could be found by visitors who
successfully engaged with the platform’s
environment. Additionally, the Meemo scavenger
hunt was aimed at raising awareness for the
protection of the marine environment - each Meemo
which was found and clicked, meant 1€ towards a
donation to Everwave by MEETYOO.

The diving station included four main sections,
which contained a central information hub, an

The Future of Digital Events in numbers:

exhibition hall, an expansive networking room and

+ 4,811 people signed up for the event.
+ During its 90-minute runtime, the event
handled up to 2,000 simultaneous
visitors.
+ Participants from 5 continents and from
66 diﬀerent countries joined.
+ 1,399€ were donated to charity and
just as many Meemo ﬁsh were
“collected” on the platform.

the main conference area with a gamiﬁcation
element and doors to all auditoriums. All four
auditoriums reﬂected different styles, ranging from a
ﬁreside room, to a futuristic laboratory, to a boxing
ring, to a teleporter room - they represented the
speciﬁc webcasts which were streamed within
them. The program consisted of 5 webcasts which
were presented as a mix of pre-recorded and live
sessions with interactive Q&As and live polls.
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The ﬁrst volume of the Deep Dive Series proved to
be a great opportunity to demonstrate and reﬂect
upon the increasing importance and prevalence of
digital transformation in the event industry. Hybrid
and digital event experiences have come a long
way, but there is an incredible potential for
reﬁnement. The event’s surveys reﬂected that
people want to learn more about the developments
in the industry and that they are curious to
experience the evolution of this series. There are
subsequent events of the Digital Deep Dive series
planned for 2021.

“It was a pleasure! The event was not only a success in terms of business. Ever
since I heard Jonas' talk, I've been cycling to the ofﬁce even in bad weather.”
Sebastian Grein, COO, Aditus GmbH

“Thank you for inviting us! It was a great experience on a great platform!”
VEI - Virtual Events Institute

“Just downloaded my own booth report at MEETYOOs virtual trade fair. 453
visitors and 124 downloads, all of which I can track. A great performance!”
Katrin Taepke - Chief Editor, MICEstens Digital

Ready to get started?
Would you like to ﬁnd out more about the MEETYOO platform? Visit our website to
read about our digital event solutions and gain a detailed insight into all features.

Find out more

Nice to “MEETYOO”
About us
ᐩ

Software made in Germany since 1999

ᐩ

International ofﬁces in Berlin, Mannheim,
Singapore, and New York

ᐩ

Daily hosting of around 20,000 hours of
digital events and conferences in more
than 80 countries

ᐩ

1,000,000 users on our virtual platform

ᐩ

Digital solutions which are cost-effective
and reduce our clients’ environmental
footprint

ᐩ

ISO/IEC 27001:2013 - TÜV seal of
approval for the highest standards in
information security

ᐩ

Award winning software that is fully
GDPR compliant.

Meet the family
We’ve got a solution that suits any event and budget.

Bring your webcasts to life

Jump in and build your own event

Let us create your ultimate event

Learn more

Explore online

Book a demo

